


Luxury Italian Kitchens and Joinery



We are HUMA

A bespoke kitchen company working with clients to deliver luxury 
Italian kitchens.

Our process is led by our clients as we recognise each project has its 
own demands that need responding to individually.

We look to work closely with design professionals such as; Interior 
Designers, Architects and Developers as our previous experience in 
these disciplines has given us good insight to the processes required.

We strongly advocate for a collaborative design process which 
enables us to truly understand the vision our clients have.



Minimal Cannettato
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Minimal Cannettato is defined by it’s reeded doors that create a warm 
and detailed facade to a kitchen. These doors bring a level of texture 
and complexity and enhance the atmosphere of a room.

This finish added to our unique honeycomb reinforced doors means we 
are able to manufacture this up to 3m high without the fear of warping 
while keeping the doors thin, light and ergonomic.
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Astra
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The Astra finish offers clients a modern and clean feel with a variable 
colour palette to align to interior schemes. This is a more standardised 
finish for users who are looking for something functional and effective.
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Frame
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The Frame finish takes reference from a traditional shaker whilst having 
a contemporary twist. This clean and efficient design gives users a wide 
range of colour finishes and can be matched with elements of a more 
modern functionality, seen mainly in the door typologies.
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Bespoke 





Our bespoke range offers clients a complete blank canvas when 
designing their dream kitchen.

This process gives clients an opportunity to pick and choose elements 
of kitchens which they like, which can then be brought into one design 
typology.

Our team’s experience and understanding enables them to offer 
clients the best insight into the latest trends, functionality and design 
efficiencies.









Working closely with our manufacturers we are capable of delivering 
our bespoke services in a way that keeps you closely engaged in the 
project.

We pride ourselves on finding the best solutions for you and therefore 
work closely with our teams in Italy to develop and manufacture new 
finishes.







Whether it is an urban project or countryside escape, our team’s 
experience in understanding how to integrate our kitchens into your 
homes means we are able to combine with architects and interior 
designers in developing and completing your vision.

Our bespoke range is tailored to you and our focus on style, feel and 
detail enables us to offer clients confidence in our ability to deliver. 
We work closely with multiple professionals to make sure that the 
concepts developed are actually what is delivered.







Further Info



Finishes

We pride ourselves on being able to offer one of the largest ranges of 
finishes on the market. 

Working closely with our manufacturers we are able to understand 
the latest trends coming from Italy and therefore respond with new 
product finishes.

The price range for our kitchens depends heavily on the type of 
finishes chosen. We are able to cater for all type of budgets and 
respond accordingly.



Our Process

At HUMA our mindset revolves around finding out what is best for 
you.

Our team are trained to listen and understand your requirements and 
visions for your dream kitchen. 

From gaining this knowledge, we are able to tailor our response and 
develop concepts that really fit into the way you want interact with 
your kitchen.



Bespoke Joinery

We are able to offer clients a bespoke joinery service. Our team has a 
lot of experience helping design bespoke units for studies, bedrooms 
or living spaces and are capable in offering their expertise in this area.

This service often benefits our kitchen clients who are looking 
for consistency in quality and style throughout their home. Our 
manufacturers are able to match the finishes and bring consistency in 
style seamlessly in production.



Decorative Lighting

We are a supplier for Italamp who’s decorative lighting range can be 
tailored to blend into our kitchen typologies.

We’ve worked closely with Italamp in our showroom in the Design 
Centre, Chelsea Harbour to create the perfect harmony between their 
lighting and our kitchens.

Integrating the right lighting for a kitchen can transform a space and 
really help settle a new kitchen in. 

Working closely with Italamp, we are able to find the perfect solutions 
for you. Their flexibility in manufacturing means we are able to offer 
clients a bespoke experience where the lights can be tailored to them.





Sustainability

A Green Philosophy

We look to promote sustainable solutions in all our kitchens.

Our Italian manufacturers, Lineaquattro, have taken steps in 
protecting the environment. It is reflected in their use of eco-friendly 
materials and in their chosen production methods that are conscious 
and respectful towards the planet. 

An example of Lineaquattro’s approach is seen with all of their doors: 
the woods that is chosen and used comes from responsibly managed 
forests and is certified.






